Seat cushion design for elderly wheelchair users based on minimization of soft tissue deformation using stiffness and pressure measurements.
A method for designing seat support surfaces using interface pressure and soft tissue stiffness criteria was evaluated. An algorithm designed to drive a rigid support surface on a programmable seating system to a shape for which the externally applied pressure is inversely related to the measured stiffness of adjacent soft tissue was evaluated on 30 elderly subjects (age 65 years or older). The resulting support surface shapes were transferred to compliant foam cushions and evaluated using interface pressure measurements. Pressure and stiffness measurements on the seating system indicated the surface shape control algorithm met the desired programmed criteria by achieving an inverse relationship between pressure and stiffness, as it converged to an "optimal" support surface shape. Evaluation of interface pressures on the compliant foam cushions showed that the pressure distributions on the cushions contoured to the optimal surface shapes were more uniform and had lower values than distributions on flat foam cushions and foam cushions contoured to shapes measured using state-of-the-art load-deflection devices. The results suggest that support surfaces designed using tissue stiffness as a criteria can provide loading conditions intended to minimize relative deformation and, thus, stress in load-bearing soft tissue.